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Senior Stewards Report 
 

Name of Track Woodbine  

Date Saturday, 4 May 2019 Post-time 13:00 

Weather Race 1 - 10: Overcast (Temp: 12 deg. C)  

Track Conditions  Type: Tapeta Turf:  

Number of Races 10  

Scratches         Vet: 4 Stewards:  Track:   

 

Senior Steward Associate Steward Associate Steward 

Neil Mccoag John Dorion Gunnar Lindberg 

 
Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents, 

general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims) 

 

Backstretch:  

Jockey Jamie Simpson outstanding monetary penalty from last year. The British Horse Racing 
Authority will be contacted as Mr. Spencer has been communicated with and still has not remitted 
the required amount. 
 
The 360 GT whip has been approved for use. Eurica Da Silvia brought in examples of this new 
cushioned whip. It appears to meet our criteria with a couple of minor exceptions. AGCO rule 
9.27.02. Mike Wilson was contacted about our decision as well as members of track management 
We will continue to monitor them going forward for any issues. 
 
Ian Ross was in about the horse Daylight Breeze that was scratched at the gate yesterday. The 
horse is now placed on the Starters and Stewards List. Ruling to follow. Left a message with 
Trainer Sandy Mcpherson 
 
Spoke to Rob Love who raised some concerns of afternoon pony persons not being respectful of 
the outriders. We will be following up. We also discussed some exercise persons who may be 
rough handed while galloping in the morning and asked him to monitor this. 
 
 

Film Reviews: 

  

  



R6- May 03- Sunny Singh 4 strikes in a row cautioned issued. His outstanding fine is to be 
addressed this week. 
 
R8 May 03 -David Moran excessive number of strikes advised that going forward this would be 
considered a violation 
 

Races: 
 
R1-Reviewed run into the turn #2 Jordan running up the inside making it tight for #4 
Wilson creating some bumping. Spoke to both riders. No placings necessary. Cautioned 
Jordan about running into a spot going into a turn. 
 
R2-Reviewed run from the gate. #4 Campbell steadies and takes back and goes to the 
outside. No violations 
 
R3-Clear 
 
R4-Clear 
 
R5- Clear 
 
R6-Clear 
 
R7-#2 off slow/ race clear 
 
R8-Clear 
 
R9-Clear 
 
R10-Clear 
 
Handle $3,899,630 

 

Claims: 

 

 


